
LEARN ABOUT

MODULE ONE

LEADERSHIP PROGRAM OVERVIEW

AGILITY LEAD CONTINUAL CHANGE

Agile leaders initiate and respond to change, giving them a substantial
advantage.  We don't become agile by chance though.  Unless we use
our mobility with purpose, our pace reduces, and we become
challenged by transformation and get out of touch.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

AWARENESS |  Be more self-aware and
Dealing with unresolved situations of change

DARING |  Take control and back yourself Feeling trapped or out of your comfort zone

conscious of your environment

SPIRIT |  Build resilience, flourish with 
Your usual style isn't working any longer

and because of unpredicted tests
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MODULE TWO

DECISIONS MAKE GOOD CHOICES

Decisive leaders set direction translating uncertainty into action. 
 Reasoning and decision-making is not a character trait - it's a learned
skill that's all about how we think, and the process we use to select
options.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

REFRAMING |  Understand the choice you're 
Wasting time going around in circles

CONTEXT |  Think out loud and with others using Decisions don't stick

making

ACTION |  Integrate experimentation and iteration
Your teams feel uncertain and don't know
what to focus on

the same language and context to build understanding

into a decision process
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MODULE THREE

OPERATIONAL SOLVING TRICKY PROBLEMS

Agile leaders initiate and respond to change, giving them a substantial
advantage.  We don't become agile by chance though.  Unless we use
our mobility with purpose, our pace reduces, and we become
challenged by transformation and get out of tough.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

BREAKING DOWN SILOES |   Take a  

Dealing with unresolved situations of change

DARING |  Take control and back yourself Feeling trapped or out of your comfort zone

cross functional and systems view in your team
or organisation so you work out what to do next

SPIRIT |  Build resilience, flourish with 
Your usual style isn't working any longer

and because of unpredicted tests
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MODULE FOUR

PERFORMANCE GET MORE ACCOMPLISHED WITH LESS

Performance leadership isn't about working harder than everyone else
- it's about clarity on where we focus, coherence in how we align our
effort and commitment to quality and accountability.  Performance
leaders are composed, focused and empathetic.  They are clear on
what is important and behave in accordance with this.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

DELEGATION | Empower others to own 
You aren't getting what you need done

AIM |  Direct your energy into the things that Your team keeps making the same mistakes

outcomes and deliver results

RISK MANAGEMENT |  Plan for, and respond You feel unfocused and rushed

to, risk and problems

make the most difference
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MODULE FIVE

INFLUENCE HAVE MORE IMPACT THROUGH OTHERS

Being great at your job isn't enough to get you noticed or bring people
along with you.  Embracing and understanding politics is a non-
negotiable skillset for strategic leaders who want to make a real
difference.  

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

AWARENESS |  Be more self-aware and
Dealing with unresolved situations of change

DARING |  Take control and back yourself Feeling trapped or out of your comfort zone

conscious of your environment

SPIRIT |  Build resilience, flourish with 
Your usual style isn't working any longer

and because of unpredicted tests
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MODULE SIX
STORY TELLING UNDERSTAND DIFFERENT EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE DRIVERS

Having good communication skills isn't just about getting your message
across it's about bringing people with you, engaging them and being
part of building an environment of learning and continual improvement.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

META VIEW | Using context to build purpose You get agreeement from others but nothing
changesCANDOUR | Having real ocnversations that enable
Feeling trapped or out of your comfort zone

RELATABILITY |  Build resilience, flourish with Your usual style isn't working any longer
and because of unpredicted tests

learning and development
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MODULE SEVEN

STRATEGIC
IMPACT

WHAT IS STRATEGY

Strategic leadership is a leaders ability to visualise, plan, lead, and
make the most out of the resources they have to execute strategies
efficiently with success.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

ENGAGE |  Effortlessly engaging employees in the
Dealing with unresolved situations of change

SYNERGY |  Communicating with employees to Feeling trapped or out of your comfort zone

bigger picture and what it means to them

CULTURE |  Encouraging employees to have open
Your usual style isn't working any longer

candid discussions to keep everyone moving in the
same direction
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MODULE EIGHT

DEMEANOUR TEAM PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

When you are a Leader with a consistent demeanour and
temperament you breed a safe environment for your team to talk
openly.  If a leader is consistent from a  behavioural standpoint,
employee members can begin to feel as if the leader is confident and
reliable.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS
SHOWING UP |  Have a consistent behavioural Your behaviour can be inconsistent and you

don't like it

TEMPERAMENT |  How to be strong in your You're not being as reliable as you know you
can be

demeanour without being a robot

LEVELLING UP |  Being consistent and present Your usual style isn't working any longer

every day

convey a range of information and develop synergy

conviction without being emotional 
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MODULE NINE

EMPLOYEE
ACCOUNTABILITY LEAD CONTINUAL CHANGE

As a leader you ask your team to remain accountable for their goals,
leading by example is a must.  When you place a high priority on
remaining accountable to the goals that you have set for yourself and
the team, people with the behaviours you need to follow your
example.

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS

AWARENESS |  Be more self-aware and
Dealing with unresolved situations of change

DARING |  Take control and back yourself Feeling trapped or out of your comfort zone

conscious of your environment

SPIRIT |  Build resilience, flourish with 
Your usual style isn't working any longer

and because of unpredicted tests


